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This thesis traces the evolution and development of English masculinity and manhood in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in order to elucidate
the construction of an Early Modern English identity and sense of nationhood. Because of political and social instability wrought by the English
Reformation, crises in dynastic succession, and successive attempts at constructing a unique nationhood, English masculinity experienced a general
crisis in the seventeenth century with recurring fears of emasculation and cuckoldry. This thesis surveys an archive of popular print culture and
published sources which captured and contoured these debates. It argues that a discourse of cultural imperialism developed in the seventeenth
century that overcame this masculinity crisis.
In the space of barely fifteen years, the history of masculinity has become an important dimension of social and cultural history. John Tosh has been in
the forefront of the field since the beginning, having written A Man’s Place: Masculinity and the Middle-Class Home in Victorian England (1999), and coedited Manful Assertions: Masculinities in Britainsince 1800 (1991). Here he brings together nine key articles which he has written over the past ten
years. These pieces document the aspirations of the first contributors to the field, and the development of an agenda of key historical issues which
have become central to our conceptualising of gender in history. Later essays take up the issue of periodisation and the relationship of masculinity to
other historical identities and structures, particularly in the context of the family. The last two essays, published for the first time, approach British
imperial history in a fresh way. They argue that the empire needs to be seen as a specifically male enterprise, answering to masculine aspirations and
insecurities. This leads to illuminating insights into the nature of colonial emigration and the popular investment in empire during the era the New
Imperialism.
This work began as an investigation of the role that literature played in conveying imperialistic values to children during the Victorian period. Over the
course of my research into the fiction of H. Rider Haggard and Rudyard Kipling, I began to question the role of masculinity in the imperial project. This
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out of that line of thought.
Maintaining
and defending the British Empire was a man's business, and as such the British required a
generation of men that held the masculine ideals and values required to undertake such an endeavor. This need manifested itself in many ways, such
as in the fictional stories that boys read. Having lived abroad in the colonial possessions of the British Empire, Haggard and Kipling both understood
and lived this ideal, and this presented itself in their respective writings. Masculinity plays a major role in each of these two author's writings. Both
authors make use of characters and themes that push the Victorian ideas of manliness onto the young male readers that so readily devoured their
works. This thesis examines the role of masculinity in Victorian society and in the lives and works of both Haggard and Kipling. Furthermore, this same
examination of the role of masculinity in juvenile literature could easily be undertaken for several other authors of the period.
The instability of modernist form has everything to do with the social, political, and economic shakeups of the nineteenth century that left masculinity a
site of contestation, racial anxiety, homophobic paranoia, performative display, and queer desire. Refusing to take white masculinity for granted, Daniel
Hannah considers how the canonical novels of modernist fiction explore the ways that privilege is propped up and driven by factors of race, place,
gender, and sexuality. Queer Atlantic examines the work of established writers - Herman Melville, Robert Louis Stevenson, Henry James, Joseph
Conrad, and Ford Madox Ford - to reveal that anxieties surrounding white, masculine privilege and queer potential helped broaden the novel's formal
possibilities. Demonstrating how masculine mobility, and often specifically transatlantic mobility, both enacts and queerly disorients male privilege,
Hannah places these writers in the context of debates about naval impressment, piracy, emigration, colonization, and the new imperialism. In the
process he raises important questions about the current field of queer ethics, highlighting the strange companionship of queer openness to otherness
and imperialist thought in modernist writing. Arguing for the surprising resilience of such fictional structures, Queer Atlantic provides a new
understanding of modernism's emergence from a troubling of masculine privilege, mobility, and desire.
From the foundations of the world’s first great empires to the empires of today, war has preoccupied human civilisation for as many as 4000 years. It
has fascinated, horrified, thrilled, confused, inspired and disgusted mankind since records began. Provoking such a huge range of emotions and
reactions and fulfilling all the elements of newsworthiness, it is hardly surprising that war makes ‘good’ news. Modern technological advancements,
such as the camera and television, brought the brutality of war into the homes and daily lives of the public. No longer a far-away and out-of-sight affair,
the public’s ability to ‘see’ what was happening on the frontline changed not only how wars were fought but why they were fought. Even when a war
is considered ‘popular,’ the involvement of the press and the weight of public opinion has led to criticisms that have transformed modern warfare
almost in equal measure to the changes brought about by weapon technology. War reporting seeks to look beyond the official story, to understand the
very nature of conflict whilst acknowledging that it is no longer simply good versus evil. This edited volume presents a unique insight into the work of
the war correspondent and battlefield photographer from the earliest days of modern war reporting to the present. It reveals how, influenced by the
changing face of modern warfare, the work of the war correspondent has been significantly altered in style, method, and practice. By combining
historical analysis with experiences of modern day war reporting, this book provides an important contribution to the understanding of this
complicated profession, which will be of interest to journalists, academics, and students, alike.
At the end of the nineteenth century, the zenith of its imperial chauvinism and jingoistic fervour, Britain's empire was bolstered by a surprising new
ideal of manliness, one that seemed less English than foreign, less concerned with moral development than perpetual competition, less civilized than
savage. This study examines the revision of manly ideals in relation to an ideological upheaval whereby the liberal imperialism of Gladstone was
eclipsed by the New Imperialism of Disraeli and his successors. Analyzing such popular genres as lost world novels, school stories, and early science
fiction, it charts the decline of mid-century ideals of manly self-control and the rise of new dreams of gamesmanship and frank brutality. It reveals,
moreover, the dependence of imperial masculinity on real and imagined exchanges between men of different nations and races, so that visions of
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Britain's sense of its New Imperialist destiny.
Annotation. "This anthology of new Caribbean scholarship on masculinities establishes masculinity studies as an important new area of research and
theorizing in the Caribbean. The content of this volume reflects a range of disciplinary approaches, including anthropology, history, international
relations literary criticism, and art and installation." "The book is of interest for those teaching masculinity studies, women and gender studies, and for
policy makers interested in gender relations in the Caribbean and the Caribbean diaspora."--BOOK JACKET. Title Summary field provided by Blackwell
North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
This book offers the first in-depth study of the masculine self-fashioning of scientific practitioners in nineteenth and early twentieth-century Britain.
Focusing on the British Association for the Advancement of Science, founded in 1831, it explores the complex and dynamic shifts in the public image
of the British ‘man of science’ and questions the status of the natural scientist as a modern masculine hero. Until now, science has been examined by
cultural historians primarily for evidence about the ways in which scientific discourses have shaped prevailing notions about women and supported
the growth of oppressive patriarchal structures. This volume, by contrast, offers the first in-depth study of the importance of ideals of masculinity in
the construction of the male scientist and British scientific culture in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. From the eighteenth-century
identification of the natural philosopher with the reclusive scholar, to early nineteenth-century attempts to reinvent the scientist as a fashionable
gentleman, to his subsequent reimagining as the epitome of Victorian moral earnestness and meritocracy, Heather Ellis analyzes the complex and
changing public image of the British ‘man of science’.
Richard Fulton's Warrior Generation 1865-1885 fundamentally rethinks the efficacy of an institutional drive among influential middle-class opinion
leaders to militarize lower-class boys in Victorian Britain. He contends that instead of engendering the desired cultural militarism, as has been
commonly argued, their push had merely contributed to a fast-developing culture of adventure and masculinity. Challenging this popular assumption,
Fulton carefully reexamines many of the oft cited touchstones of militaristic influence on lower-class boys, deeply assessing their actual effects on the
behaviours and cultural practices of this generation. He explores a range of themes from, among others, the propagation of the military's message in
school curricula (and its glorification in students' textbooks), to the military's heroic depiction and ubiquitous presence in lower-class boys'
entertainment and popular media.
The first book-length look at childhood in Edwardian fiction, this book challenges assumptions that the Edwardian period was simply a continuation of
the Victorian or the start of the Modern. Exploring both classics and popular fiction, the authors provide a a compelling picture of the Edwardian
fictional cult of childhood.
Soldier Heroes explores the imagining of masculinities within adventure stories. Drawing on literary theory, cultural materialism and Kleinian
psychoanalysis, it analyses modern British adventure heroes as historical forms of masculinity originating in the era of nineteenth-century popular
imperialism, traces their subsequent transformations and examines the way these identities are internalized and lived by men and boys.
From Anglo-Saxon runes to postcolonial rap, this undergraduate textbook covers the social and historical contexts of the whole of the English
literature.
The late Victorian and Edwardian officer class viewed hunting and big game hunting in particular, as a sound preparation for imperial warfare. For the
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imperial officer in the
making, the ‘blooding’
hunting ritual
was a visible ‘hallmark’ of stirling martial masculinity. Sir Henry Newbolt, the period poet
of subaltern self-sacrifice, typically considered hunting as essential for the creation of a ‘masculine sporting spirit’ necessary for the consolidation
and extension of the empire. Hunting was seen as a manifestation of Darwinian masculinity that maintained a pre-ordained hierarchical order of
superordinate and subordinate breeds. Militarism, Hunting, Imperialism examines these ideas under the following five sections: martial imperialism:
the self-sacrificial subaltern ‘blooding’ the middle class martial male the imperial officer, hunting and war martial masculinity proclaimed and
consolidated martial masculinity adapted and adjusted. This book was published as a special issue of the International Journal of the History of Sport.

Exceptional State analyzes the nexus of culture and contemporary manifestations of U.S. imperialism. The contributors, established and emerging
cultural studies scholars, define culture broadly to include a range of media, literature, and political discourse. They do not posit September 11, 2001
as the beginning of U.S. belligerence and authoritarianism at home and abroad, but they do provide context for understanding U.S. responses to and
uses of that event. Taken together, the essays stress both the continuities and discontinuities embodied in a present-day U.S. imperialism constituted
through expressions of millennialism, exceptionalism, technological might, and visions of world dominance. The contributors address a range of
topics, paying particular attention to the dynamics of gender and race. Their essays include a surprising reading of the ostensibly liberal movies Wag
the Dog and Three Kings, an exploration of the rhetoric surrounding the plan to remake the military into a high-tech force less dependent on human
bodies, a look at the significance of the popular Left Behind series of novels, and an interpretation of the Abu Ghraib prison photos. They scrutinize the
national narrative created to justify the U.S. invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, the ways that women in those countries have responded to the
invasions, the contradictions underlying calls for U.S. humanitarian interventions, and the role of Africa in the U.S. imperial imagination. The volume
concludes on a hopeful note, with a look at an emerging anti-imperialist public sphere. Contributors. Omar Dahbour, Ashley Dawson, Cynthia Enloe,
Melani McAlister, Christian Parenti, Donald E. Pease, John Carlos Rowe, Malini Johar Schueller, Harilaos Stecopoulos
Colonial masculinity places masculinity at the centre of colonial and nationalist politics in the late 19th century in India. Mrinalini Sinha situates the
analysis very specifically in the context of an imperial social formation, examining colonial masculinity not only in the context of social forces within
India, but also as framed by and framing political, economic, and ideological shifts in Britain.
Seminar paper from the year 2012 in the subject English Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 6.0, University of Basel, language:
English, abstract: King Solomon's Mines was written at a time when Victorian society was confronted with a long-term cultural shift that took place
towards the fin de siècle. Women’s rights movements had emerged since the 1860’s. Their demands focused on extending their role in Victorian
society and hence threatened the patriarchal establishment. In this milieu, male writers perceived these female advancements, which also took place in
literature, as jeopardy of their own creative space. Many female writers were writing about social observations, and were thus considered as only
writing about the unexciting and ordinary. As a reaction, efforts were made towards reclaiming the novel as a male exclusivity. This process was
detectable in the foundation of literature clubs only for men, and the revival of the adventurous, exciting romance. With this came the emergence of
literary characters, such as Allan Quatermain, who act as the heroic male and express their patriarchal demands. They can be seen as an attempt to
preserve the social position of the male from its own fragmentation. In this paper, I want to analyze this attempted preservation of white masculinity
and its conflict with the notions of race, gender and class from a post-colonial perspective. It is vital to notice that the recuperation of masculinity took
place not in the home country, but in the colonies, where its regeneration was still considered possible. As a result, this notion of colonial masculinity
is closely aligned with the appearance of Imperialism. For decades, the collective myth of colonialism had been nurtured by the adventurous tales that
were circulating in Britain since Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe. It intensified again during the Age of Imperialism and stimulated its readers to imitate the
heroic protagonist. The new Imperialism presented itself as a purely male sphere of influence and its administration lay entirely in the hands of men. Its
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masculine representation
was further boosted
by the appearances
of soldiers and hunters as colonial heroes and the supply for its administration was
fuelled by the aforementioned crisis of masculinity taking place in later Victorian Britain. The journey to the colonies promised freedom from the
restrictions of the male social roles back home, and it opened new possibilities for the development of a new type of masculinity, that of the imperial
hero. Victorian Imperialism thus contained and enforced the "masculine imperative".

How children and children’s literature helped build America’s empire America’s empire was not made by adults alone. During the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, young people became essential to its creation. Through children’s literature, authors instilled the idea of America’s power and the
importance of its global prominence. As kids eagerly read dime novels, series fiction, pulp magazines, and comic books that dramatized the virtues of
empire, they helped entrench a growing belief in America’s indispensability to the international order. Empires more generally require stories to justify
their existence. Children’s literature seeded among young people a conviction that their country’s command of a continent (and later the world) was
essential to global stability. This genre allowed ardent imperialists to obscure their aggressive agendas with a veneer of harmlessness or fun. The
supposedly nonthreatening nature of the child and children’s literature thereby helped to disguise dominion’s unsavory nature. The modern era has
been called both the “American Century” and the “Century of the Child.” Brian Rouleau illustrates how those conceptualizations came together by
depicting children in their influential role as the junior partners of US imperial enterprise.
This is a study of the early writings of Richard Harding Davis, the premier American journalist of the 1890s, best remembered for his coverage of the
Spanish-American War. The emphasis of the book is on Davis's reporting-including several volumes of travel writing, covering trips to the Near East
and South and Central America. Some account is also made of his fiction, most especially Soldiers of Fortune (1897), which critics have seen as a
romantic treatment of the imperialist elan. As such, the novel serves as a prolegomenon to the war in Cuba, which Davis covered during its
insurrectionist stage. He later accompanied Theodore Roosevelt's Rough Riders when U.S. forces invaded the island in 1898, an action he had urged
and may have in part inspired. John Seelye argues that Davis, rather than supporting the notion of an American empire on the Roman or British plan,
advocated what would become U.S. strategy over the next century: a limited engagement in support of embryonic democratic movements in the
Caribbean, followed by withdrawal of armed forces once a stable government had been established. While approving British methods when they
seemed in accord with his ideas of fairness, Davis was critical of the English presence in Egypt and was scathing in his treatment of the Boer War,
championing the Dutch settlers over the invading army. Like many others associated with the Spanish-American War, Davis was an ardent fan of
football: fair play and good sportsmanship were integral to his notions of democratic expansionism, hence the title of this book. Seelye not only brings
Davis into the mainstream of recent historical treatments of American imperialism, but makes a case that Davis was, as his contemporaries regarded
him, a master of journalistic style."
Barely two weeks later, sixteen-year-old Shidane Abukar Arone is tortured to death. Dozens of Canadian soldiers look on or know of the torture.
This tribute to Professor J. A. (Tony) Mangan is well-deserved. Professor Mangan is a path-breaking scholar. Mangan's impact is measurable in the
rarest of ways: institution-building. Under his leadership, a globally situated team has opened a new relationship between sport and the academy and I
recommend Manufacturing Masculinity: The Mangan Oeuvre -- Global Reflections on J.A. Mangan's Studies of Masculinity, Imperialism and Militarism
as, yet again, it offers a unique consideration of the relationship between sport and academy. Professor John D. Kelly - University of Chicago Professor
Mangan has since the early 1980s been one of the foremost international scholars within his chosen field of cultural history. Over this period he has
possibly more convincingly than any other international academic shown in his research how much sport and associated forms of competitive
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performance have not
only reflected and reproduced
indeed sometimes also reformed and redirected fundamental political, cultural and social
structures and ideological transformative forces in modern civilisation. Professor Henrik Meinander - University of Helsinki Professor Mangan is widely
and greatly respected in China as a scholar of international distinction he has made both direct and indirect contributions to Chinese scholarship
especially regarding Chinese women and their long struggle for emancipation Finally, and I cannot stress this point too strongly, a most important
contribution has been his crystal clear and nuanced writing style much appreciated by Chinese who wish to write for the international scholastic world.
Professor Dong Jinxia - Peking University No one has had a more influential role in, or made a greater contribution to the cultural history of modern
sport than Professor J.A. Mangan. With his visionary, pioneering monographs and many seminal edited collections and as founding editor of the series
Sport in the Global Society with its numerous volumes and most especially as founding editor and editor of The International Journal of the History of
Sport for some thirty years -- which he took from the original three numbers a year to eighteen numbers a year, his contribution has been unparalleled.
Professor Roberta J. Park - University of California, Berkeley
Sport is far more than a national and international entertainment: it is a source of political identity, morale, pride and superiority. Tribal Identities
explores the influence of sport on the nations of Europe as a mechanism of national solidarity promoting a sense of identity, unity, status and esteem;
as an instrument of confrontation between nations, stimulating aggression, stereotyping, and images of inferiority and superiority; and as a cultural
bond linking nations across national boundaries, providing common enthusiasm, shared experiences, the transcendence of national allegiances, and
opportunities for association, understanding and goodwill.
This volume explores the role that republican political participation played in forging elite Roman masculinity. It situates familiarly "manly" traits like
militarism, aggressive sexuality, and the pursuit of power within a political system based on power sharing and cooperation. In deliberations in the
Senate, at social gatherings, and on military campaign, displays of consensus with other men greased the wheels of social discourse and built elite
comradery. Through literary sources and inscriptions that offer censorious or affirmative appraisal of male behavior from the Middle and Late Republic
(ca. 300 – 31 BCE) to the Principate or Early Empire (ca. 100 CE), this book shows how the vir bonus, or "good man," the Roman persona of male
aristocratic excellence, modulated imperatives for personal distinction and military and sexual violence with political cooperation and moral
exemplarity. While the advent of one-man rule in the Empire transformed political power relations, ideals forged in the Republic adapted to the new
climate and provided a coherent model of masculinity for emperor and senator alike. Scholars often paint a picture of Republic and Principate as
distinct landscapes, but enduring ideals of male self-fashioning constitute an important continuity. Roman Masculinity and Politics from Republic to
Empire provides a fascinating insight into the intertwined nature of masculinity and political power for anyone interested in Roman political and social
history, and those working on gender in the ancient world more broadly.
Postmodernism has often been presented as a new theory of liberation that promotes pluralism and gives representation to the marginalised peoples
of the non-west and 'other' cultures.In this major assessment of postmodernism from a non-western perspective, Ziauddin Sardar offers a radical
critique of this view. Covering the salient spheres of postmodernism - from architecture, film, television and pop music, to philosophy, consumer
lifestyles and new age religions - Sardar reveals that postmodernism in fact operates to further marginalise the reality of the non-west and confound its
aspirations.By tracing postmodernism's roots in colonialism and modernity, Sardar demonstrates that the dominant contemporary intellectual fashion,
peddling an insidiously oppressive and subtle revisionism, is the most comprehensive onslaught on the non-west ever experienced. In stern retort, the
author offers ways in which the peoples of the non-west can counter the postmodern assault and survive with their identities, histories and cultures
intact.
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This book is an antidote
to the forms of American
nationalism,
masculinity, exceptionalism, and self-anointed prowess that are currently being flexed
on the global stage. Through a fascinating combination of ethnographic research across seven US states and the application of postcolonial, antiracist, feminist and poststructuralist theories, Land, God, and Guns reveals how time-honoured rites of passage associated with taken-for-granted
notions of manhood in the American Heartland are constitutive of a constellation of colonial worldviews, capitalist logics, gender essentialisms,
ethnocentric religious beliefs, jingoistic populism, racial animus, and embodied violence. A constellation that, within the US, upholds a
heteropatriarchal and racist ordering of life that both privileges and ultimately damages its main proliferators – white settler men. This is a detailed
work that at once unravels rural white settler masculinity and the US state at their roots, whilst demonstrating why any analysis of the cultural
production and social practice of masculinity in the United States must take into account the country's historical trajectories of imperialism, land
dispossession, nation-state building, enslavement, extractive accumulation and valorisation of masculinist assertions of dominance.

At the end of the nineteenth century, the zenith of its imperial chauvinism and jingoistic fervour, Britain's empire was bolstered by a surprising new
ideal of manliness, one that seemed less English than foreign, less concerned with moral development than perpetual competition, less civilized than
savage. This study examines the revision of manly ideals in relation to an ideological upheaval whereby the liberal imperialism of Gladstone was
eclipsed by the New Imperialism of Disraeli and his successors. Analyzing such popular genres as lost world novels, school stories, and early science
fiction, it charts the decline of mid-century ideals of manly self-control and the rise of new dreams of gamesmanship and frank brutality. It reveals,
moreover, the dependence of imperial masculinity on real and imagined exchanges between men of different nations and races, so that visions of
hybrid masculinities and honorable rivalries energized Britain's sense of its New Imperialist destiny.
Kingship and Masculinity in Late Medieval England explores the dynamic between kingship and masculinity in fifteenth century England, with a
particular focus on Henry V and Henry VI. The role of gender in the rhetoric and practice of medieval kingship is still largely unexplored by medieval
historians. Discourses of masculinity informed much of the contemporary comment on fifteenth century kings, for a variety of purposes: to praise and
eulogise but also to explain shortcomings and provide justification for deposition. Katherine J. Lewis examines discourses of masculinity in relation to
contemporary understandings of the nature and acquisition of manhood in the period and considers the extent to which judgements of a king’s
performance were informed by his ability to embody the right balance of manly qualities. This book’s primary concern is with how these two kings
were presented, represented and perceived by those around them, but it also asks how far Henry V and Henry VI can be said to have understood the
importance of personifying a particular brand of masculinity in their performance of kingship and of meeting the expectations of their subjects in this
respect. It explores the extent to which their established reputations as inherently ‘manly’ and ‘unmanly’ kings were the product of their handling of
political circumstances, but owed something to factors beyond their immediate control as well. Consideration is also given to Margaret of Anjou’s
manipulation of ideologies of kingship and manhood in response to her husband’s incapacity, and the ramifications of this for perceptions of the
relational gender identities which she and Henry VI embodied together. Kingship and Masculinity in Late Medieval England is an essential resource for
students of gender and medieval history.
This book marks an important new intervention into a vibrant area of scholarship, creating a dialogue between the histories of imperialism and of
women and gender. By engaging critically with both traditional British imperial history and colonial discourse analysis, the essays demonstrate how
feminist historians can play a central role in creating new histories of British imperialism. Chronologically, the focus is on the late eighteenth to early
twentieth centuries, while geographically the essays range from the Caribbean to Australia and span India, Africa, Ireland and Britain itself. Topics
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question of female agency
in imperial
contexts, the relationships between feminism and nationalism, and questions of sexuality,
masculinity and imperial power.

A heavily illustrated history of two centuries of male beauty in British culture. Spanning the decades from the rise of photography to the age of the
selfie, this book traces the complex visual and consumer cultures that shaped masculine beauty in Britain, examining the realms of advertising, health,
pornography, psychology, sport, and celebrity culture. Paul R. Deslandes chronicles the shifting standards of male beauty in British culture—from the
rising cult of the athlete to changing views on hairlessness—while connecting discussions of youth, fitness, and beauty to growing concerns about
race, empire, and degeneracy. From earlier beauty show contestants and youth-obsessed artists, the book moves through the decades into
considerations of disfigured soldiers, physique models, body-conscious gay men, and celebrities such as David Beckham and David Gandy who
populate the worlds of television and social media. Deslandes calls on historians to take beauty and gendered aesthetics seriously while recasting how
we think about the place of physical appearance in historical study, the intersection of different forms of high and popular culture, and what has been
at stake for men in “looking good.”
This book contributes to an emerging field of study and provides new perspectives on the ways in which Gothic literature, visual media, and other
cultural forms explicitly engage gender, sexuality, form, and genre. The collection is a forum in which the ideas of several well-respected critics
converge, producing a breadth of knowledge and a diversity of subject areas and methodologies. It is concerned with several questions, including:
How can we discuss Gothic as a genre that crosses over boundaries constructed by a culture to define and contain gender and sexuality? How do
transgender bodies specifically mark or disrupt this boundary crossing? In what ways does the Gothic open up a plural narrative space for transgenre
explorations, encounters, and experimentation? With this, the volume’s chapters explore expected categories such as transgenders, transbodies, and
transembodiments, but also broader concepts that move through and beyond the limits of gender identity and sexuality, such as transhistories,
transpolitics, transmodalities, and transgenres. Illuminating such areas as the appropriation of the trans body in Gothic literature and film, the function
of trans rhetorics in memoir, textual markers of transgenderism, and the Gothic’s transgeneric qualities, the chapters offer innovative, but not limited,
ways to interpret the Gothic. In addition, the book intersects with but also troubles non-trans feminist and queer readings of the Gothic. Together,
these diverse approaches engage the Gothic as a definitively trans subject, and offer new and exciting connections and insights into Gothic, Media,
Film, Narrative, and Gender and Sexuality Studies.
Masculinities and the Nation in the Modern World sheds new light on the interrelationship between gender and the nation, focusing on the role of
masculinities in various processes of nation-building in the modern world between 1800 and the 1960s.
Uses popular literature to offer a fresh account of Victorian manliness as it was transformed by imperial and colonial politics.
Ancient Rome and Victorian Masculinity examines Victorian receptions of ancient Rome, with a specific focus on how those receptions were deployed
to create useable models of masculinity. Romans in Victorian literature are at once pagan persecutors, pious statesmen, pleasure-seeking decadents,
and heroes of empire, and these manifold and often contradictory representations are used as vehicles equally to capture the martial virtue of
Wellington and to condemn the deviance and degeneracy of Oscar Wilde. In the works of Thomas Macaulay, Wilkie Collins, Anthony Trollope, H. Rider
Haggard, and Rudyard Kipling, among others, Rome emerges as a contested space with an array of possible scripts and signifiers which can be used
to frame masculine ideals, or to vilify perceived deviance from those ideals, though with a value and significance often very different to ancient Greek
models. Sitting at the intersection of reception studies, gender studies, and interdisciplinary literary and cultural studies across discourses ranging
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'Manufactured' Masculinity should be considered essential reading for scholars in the humanities and social sciences at every level and in all parts of
the academic world. It weaves together brilliantly the elements of the 'manufacture' of masculinity in the period world-famous 'public' school system
for the privileged which serviced the largest empire, the world has ever known, at the zenith of its control and which has had a significant influence in
the formation of the modern world. This authoritative study of the making of British imperial masculinity shines light on the period of Muscular
Christianity, Social Darwinism and Militarism as meshed ideological instruments of both power and persuasion. This magisterial study reveals the
extraordinary and paramount influence of games fields as the 'machine tools' in an 'industrial process' with the schools as 'workshops' containing
'cultural conveyor-belts' for the production of robust, committed and confident servants of empire, and templates for imperial reproduction in imperial
possessions. Mainly on efficient 'production belt' playing fields of the privileged minds were moulded, attitudes were constructed and bodies shaped for imperial manhood. Earlier 'manliness' was metamorphosized, morality was redefined and militarism at the high point of imperial grandeur was an
adjunct. Professor Mangan outlines this unique process of cultural conditioning with a unique range of evidence and analysis. This book was
published as a special double issue of the International Journal of the History of Sport.
What kind of men were missionaries? What kind of masculinity did they represent, in ideology as well as in practice? Presupposing masculinity to be a
cluster of cultural ideas and social practices that change over time and space, and not a stable entity with a natural, inherent meaning, Kristin Fjelde
Tjelle seeks to answer such questions.
This book celebrates the career of the eminent historian of the British Empire John M. MacKenzie, who pioneered the examination of the impact of the
Empire on metropolitan culture. It is structured around three areas: the cultural impact of empire, 'Four-Nations' history, and global and transnational
perspectives. These essays demonstrate MacKenzie’s influence but also interrogate his legacy for the study of imperial history, not only for Britain
and the nations of Britain but also in comparative and transnational context. Written by seventeen historians from around the world, its subjects range
from Jumbomania in Victorian Britain to popular imperial fiction, the East India Company, the ironic imperial revivalism of the 1960s, Scotland and
Ireland and the empire, to transnational Chartism and Belgian colonialism. The essays are framed by three evaluations of what will be known as 'the
MacKenzian moment' in the study of imperialism.
It is time to consider changes in the field of comparative-historical sociology, as the discipline seeks to accommodate old and new trends as well as
the transforming spatial scales in which political power and social theory are increasingly embedded. This title showcases articles that pursue similar
themes.
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